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ABOUT
US
QMRC was established in Cambooya,
Queensland in 2006 and has since grown to
become a well-renowned company in the
mining industry servicing areas from all
major mining areas within Australia,
Canada and Indonesia.

Owned and operated by Damian McDonald and Wayne
Maiden, QMRC has grown to become one of the leading
mining rebuild centres in Australia. QMRC has an extensive
workshop, accommodating a wide range of machinery and
tools to carry out all types of overhauling, servicing and
repairs. Our highly qualified and experienced technicians
successfully manage the overhaul and repair of machines,
components and ancillary equipment.
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FABRICATION WORKS

OUR
SERVICES

Our experienced fabrication team has a
diverse range of skills in fabrication to
met your project needs. QMRC also
rebuild Loader buckets and truck trays to
client specifications.

QMRC has an extensive workshop and array
of skills, accommodating a wide range of
machinery and tools available to carry out all
types of overhauling, servicing and repairs.
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MACHINING
QMRC has a fully equipped machining
area with lathe, mill, drills, mobile line
borer and saws. Our machinist is highly
skilled in all facets of machining and also
assists Mechanical personnel in the re
assembly of items where required.

MACHINE & COMPONENT REBUILDS

MOBILE BORING & AUTOMATED ID WELDING

QMRC has the workshop, tools and skills
to rebuild all mining heavy equipment
including; Load haul and dump units,
haulage trucks, jumbo’s and production
drills, front end loaders, graders,
Forklifts and ancillary equipment.

Line boring and automated welding can
be done on site as well as in the
workshop allowing the service to be
versatile. Bores/holes can range from
35mm to over 500mm with a automated
facing attachment to repair damaged
faces.

ON SITE MECHANICAL LABOUR

HYDRAULICS – HOSES, VALVES AND CYLINDERS

QMRC offers skilled Fitters, Machinist’s
(line boring) and Fabrication trades
people to undertake specific tasks on site
assisting the maintenance departments
in an effective manner.

QMRC have a workshop hose container
to manufactured with various make ups,
from burst protection through to high
temperature hose. Hydraulic cylinders
and valves are repaired and refurbished
in house.
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+61 7 46961377

ADDRESS
494 CAMBOOYA CONNECTION ROAD
CAMBOOYA QLD 4358

